PHILIPPINES

Please submit all documents which apply to your educational history:

Original, official educational credentials issued in English and one complete set of photocopies, beginning with the final year of secondary school. Alternatively, you may arrange for your official academic records to be sent directly to Educational Perspectives from the issuing institutions.

Secondary:

- Secondary Student’s Permanent Record (original or sent directly to Educational Perspectives from issuing institution).
- Photocopy of Diploma.

Postsecondary/University:

- Official academic transcripts (original or sent directly to Educational Perspectives from issuing institution).

IMPORTANT INFORMATION:

A syllabus or other type of course descriptions for all academic subjects studied beyond secondary school is necessary to prepare a Subject Analysis or Catalog Match report. Please note: Subject Analysis and Catalog Match reports cannot be prepared without this information.

Educational Perspectives recommends that you use a secure delivery service (courier) to send your documents to our office.

If you would like your original documents returned to you via courier service, please request this delivery option on your application form; there is an additional charge for this service. Unless courier delivery is requested, all original documents will be returned by regular mail (US Postal Service).